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ABSTRACT
The use of generic and generative methods for the development and
application of interactive educational software is a relatively unex-
plored area in industry and education. Advantages of generic and
generative techniques are, among other things, the high degree of
reusability of systems parts and the reduction of development costs.
Furthermore, generative methods can be used for the development
or realization of novel learning models. In this paper, we discuss
such a learning model that propagates a new way of explorative
learning in computer science education with the help of genera-
tors. A realization of this model represents the educational software
GANI FA on the theory of generating finite automata from regular
expressions. In addition to the educational system’s description, we
present an evaluation of this system.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.3.2 [Computers and Education]: Computer and Information
Science Education—computer science education

General Terms
Human Factors, Algorithms

Keywords
Finite automata, generation, explorative learning, visualization, an-
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1. INTRODUCTION
During the past years, the development of interactive, multime-

dial learning software has become more and more relevant in indus-
try and education. In Germany, research funds of several millions
EUR were supplied for the research and development of new me-
dia in education. However,genericandgenerativeapproaches for
the implementation and application of such educational software
(ES) are neither in the center of actual research interests nor have
they been realized frequently. Important advantages of generic and
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generative techniques are the high level of software reusability and
the reduction of development costs (see [17, 18]). For example, ES
mostly supports the same kind of exercises. This is a well-suited
starting-point for usinggenerativetools and techniques which fo-
cus on the automated development of software from formal speci-
fications. By means of them, exercises can be generated from spec-
ifications. It is no law that such a specification has to declare only
from teachers. Also the learner can use this possibility, see the next
Section 2 for details. We will concentrate on such generative meth-
ods in the rest of the paper.

Different from this,genericES is developed for a whole content
area. Following, instances are built for special learning units. A
common part of ES could be, e. g., a control for learning targets
whereas other elements, like interfaces to knowledge databases,
have a more subject-related character. The system InterTalk of
Diehl and Ohlmann realizes such a generic concept. It is described
at the web site [10] in more detail.

In addition to reduction of development costs and software re-
usability, generative methods can be used for realizing new learn-
ing models. Such a learning model, called “levels of exploration”,
is discussed by Diehl and Kerren in the conference paper [7] and
clarified with topics in compiler construction and formal languages.
Visualizations and animations of computational models, e. g., fi-
nite automata or abstract machines (see [21]) are considered which
can be integrated in ES for compiler construction. The discussed
learning model could also be used for other process-oriented ap-
plication areas, like electrical engineering or physics. Important is
the descriptiveness of these processes by specifications. It divides
explorative learning[6] into four different levels. The degree of
learner exploration is relatively limited in the first both levels: they
describe a static approach (level 1) on the one hand respectively an
interactive approach (level 2) on the other.

In the static approach, the execution of an instance of a compu-
tational model is animated for a given, fixed imput. This approach
has a strong behavioristic characteristic (see [20]). The knowledge
transfer of the working of a special instance is in the foreground
and the passive learner has only a low influence on the kind of the
presented information. He/she has merely the control on when the
animation is started or how fast the animation runs. An example for
an implementation of this approach is theADLA-system of Braune
et al. [5]: an ES on the theory of lexical analysis of programming
languages with the help of finite automata.

In the interactive approach, an user-defined input is possible.
This approach supports the learner to examine computational mod-
els with own examples. But, the visualized instance of the compu-
tational model is—as in the static approach—fixed and cannot be
changed. TheADSA-system [15, 16] for the animation of the se-



mantical analysis of programming languages is an example for this
interactive approach.

So far, generators for producing animations of instances of com-
putational models from specifications have been ignored. In the
next Section, we discuss how generative methods can facilitate ex-
plorative learning with the help of both higher levels of exploration.
Then, a generative ES system is presented. Its learning efficiency
is analyzed on the basis of an evaluation with more than 100 par-
ticipants.

2. LEARNING BY GENERATION
Figure 1 shows a coarse overview of a potentially HTML-based

ES which uses generative techniques. The HTML-document cov-
ers the learning content of a process-oriented topic, i. e., it contains
definitions, descriptions, images, simple examples, etc. Addition-
ally, the learner can formulate a specification of a process described
in the HTML-document. This specification is transferred to a gen-
erator embedded into the ES. The generator produces a didacti-
cally wise representation of the specified process, e. g., a visualiza-
tion (including animations) or an auralization. The ES offers an—
possibly generated—interface to this representation that is used by
the learner for input, interaction or control purposes.
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Figure 1: Use of generative methods for developing ES.

In essence, the last paragraph discussed the generative approach
of the third level [7]. Beside the pure knowledge transfer, the un-
derstanding and the interpretation of the learning content should be
encouraged. Information is not structured by a teacher but learn-
ers have to explore and to order their own information. This ap-
proach (called “first-order generative approach”) enables learners
to formulate new hypotheses and validate them by changing spec-
ifications or user inputs. TheGANIMAM -system [9] is an example
for an implementation of the first-order generative approach. It is
about a web-based generator for interactive animations of abstract
machines. The learner can enter a specification of an abstract ma-
chine as instance of a given machine model. A generator produces
a visualization of the specified abstract machine in the shape of an
interactiveJAVA applet. This generated machine can interpret ma-
chine instructions written by hand or automatically translated from
a high level programming language. The learner can find out much
about the computational model, but nothing about its generation
process.

This disadvantage is avoided by the generative approach of the
fourth level (called “second-order generative approach”). Here, we
can check hypotheses about the generation process itself because
the generator is represented within the ES, e. g., in form of an ani-
mation. Such a system supports the learner to better understand the
computational model (or any process in general) but also the work-
ing of generators which produce instances of such models. This
is one of the most important insights on the teaching of compiler
construction. According to this, learners should really understand

mathematical basics on the one hand and coherences at generating
computational models on the other hand. Section 3 describes an ES
system that realizes this second-order generative approach. In the
context of learning, we combine these two generative approaches
to the term “learning by generation”.

Our second-order generative approach leads to an analogy with
the so-called microworlds. This term means a tiny world inside
which a learner can explore alternatives, test hypotheses, manip-
ulate constituent parts, and discover facts that are true about that
world, see for example [20]. Thus, microworlds are similar to the
well-known simulations which can be found in ES on physics or
electrical engineering. A microworld differs from a simulation in
that it can be considered as a second-order simulation that supports
the own construction or modification of models instead of a pure
monitoring of a model. Blumstengel [2] states that microworlds
(and simulations too) often promote active and explorative learning
and act motivating if the ES has a good didactical design.

Furthermore, learning by generation is closely related with the
constructivist view of learning. The term “constructivism” refers to
the idea that learners construct knowledge for themselves as he or
she learns. Each learner individually and socially constructs mean-
ing. Therefore, knowledge cannot be transferred in a traditional
way, e. g., by instruction. The learner has to integrate the knowl-
edge into his/her individual mental structure and existing knowl-
edge constructs. Consequently, moderate constructivism attaches
great importance to the creation and design of stimulating learn-
ing environments that give the learner the possibility to generate
individual knowledge constructs (cp. [14, 20, 2]).

3. TEST CASE: THE GANIFA SYSTEM
In context of theGANIMAL project1 [12], we have designed a

development environment for the realization of the fourth level of
exploration. The resulting ES system, calledGANI FA, is an elec-
tronic, HTML-based textbook on the theory of finite automata and
their generation from regular expressions [8].GANI FA can be lo-
cally used as well as via the Internet [11, 4].

3.1 System Description
The textbook introduces into the theory of finite automata. Par-

ticularly, it gives an overview of general formal languages, reg-
ular languages and expressions. Afterwards, transition diagrams,
non-deterministic and deterministic finite automata are described
in more detail. The system shows formal definitions in a separate
browser window if the learner chooses the corresponding hyper-
links in the textbook.

Advanced techniques for software generation as used in compiler
construction have been applied to the automatic generation of ani-
mations contained in the learning system, i. e., in the form of a cus-
tomizableJAVA applet. It is possible to specify any finite automata
with the help of regular expressions and to animate the respective
generation process. Figure 2 shows two different screenshots: on
the left, one page of the electronic textbook is displayed. It contains
explanations to the theory on minimizing finite automata as well as
to an appropriate algorithm. The minimization is the last phase of
the whole generation process. Via hyperlink the learner can change
to another page containing a form to enter a regular expression. The
generator produces an animation of the minimization algorithm that
is shown on the right by Figure 2. The animation of an intermediate
step of the algorithm is displayed. More precisely, the learner en-

1This research has been partially supported by the German Re-
search Council (DFG) under grant number WI 576/8-1 and WI
576/8-3.



(a) Textbook (b) Animation

Figure 2: Screenshots of theGANI FA system.

tered the regular expressiona|b|c∗ and from this specification the
applet firstly generates a non-deterministic finite automaton step-
by-step. Starting from this automaton the minimization algorithm
is visualized. Each generation step can be animated:

1. Generation of a non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA)
from a regular expression (RE) [21].

2. Removal ofε-transitions of a NFA [19, 21].

3. Transformation of a deterministic finite automaton (DFA)
from a NFA withoutε-transitions [19, 21].

4. Minimization of a deterministic finite automaton (minDFA)
[13].

(5.) TheGANI FA-applet can visualize the computation of each
generated automaton on an user-defined input word.

The applet draws all generated automata as transition diagrams.
In addition, it is possible to visualize the acceptance behaviour of
generated automata for an input word entered by the learner (see
Item 5 of the enumeration). TheGANI FA-applet is customizable
through a large set of parameters, and it is easy to integrate the ap-
plet into existing web pages. So it is possible to visualize only a
range of algorithms and to pass a finite automaton or a regular ex-
pression respectively an input word to the applet directly. Based
on these functionalities,GANI FA supports the second-order gener-
ative approach.

3.2 Evaluation
An evaluation of new ES should give information about its us-

ability and effectiveness. Unfortunately, most of new ES systems
are not evaluated adequately. One reason could be that there is a
risk to get bad results. Consequences are a bad usability, incon-
sistent design or impractical preparation of learning contents. The
acceptance and effectiveness ofGANI FA were proved by asumma-
tive evaluation (see e. g. [2]) based on learning experiments with
more than 100 test persons. Aim of this evaluation is to prove that
persons learning with the generative ES systemGANI FA have an
equal or a better learning performance than persons learning with

other teaching methods. We used inferential statistics (t-test resp.
analysis of variance (ANOVA)) to execute the analysis.

3.2.1 Test Design
At first, we performed anusability testtogether with some stu-

dents to detect mistakes of the electronic textbook. Typos, dead
hyperlinks, runtime errors of theJAVA applet, etc. lead to a painful
system appliance and increase the risk of a negative evaluation re-
sult from the first.
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Figure 3: Test design of our evaluation.

As test persons (TP) we chose 118 students of a computer sci-
ence foundation course at the Saarland University in Germany. The
evaluation was not announced, i. e., the students could not agree to
participate. In this way, we could eliminate registrations of test per-
sons who have a positive/negative preference for interactive, mul-
timedial ES. They were informed at the beginning of the lecture
and evenly divided into four groups. Each group was escorted to
a seperate room. As schematically shown in Figure 3, these four
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Figure 4: Histograms of means of summative performance in-
dices for the knowledge (maximal score: 7) and transfer ques-
tions (maximal score: 13).

learner groups studied the theory of generating finite automata each
with the help of different methods: classical instruction, text book,
and two ES systems with (GANI FA) and without (ADLA) genera-
tive part. All groups had a time frame of 35 minutes. We had to
take care of identical presentation of learning content between the
groups. Following the learning phase, an exercise with nine knowl-
edge and ten transfer questions was performed. Knowledge ques-
tions ask for the reproduction of learning content described by the
learning method. Additionaly, transfer questions ask for a deeper
understanding of the content. Finally, all test persons should com-
plete questionnaires with regard to personal statements and teach-
ing aids (learning methods). They are based on 11-ary rating scales
with numeric markers and on so-called “open questions”: test per-
sons could formulate their answers in written form. Note that all
participants were informed about their results on a special web
page. For this purpose, they could leave their matriculation number
on the questionnaire.

3.2.2 Results
In a first step, we performed a descriptive analysis of our data.

Through summation of all achieved scores for the excercise an-
swers, we obtain the statistical values of the sample, shown at Fig-
ure 4. The standard deviations are represented as error bars. In case
of the knowledge questions (K-Index), the performance meanPM
of the text group is the highest one (PM = 6, 00). Otherwise, the
highest performance mean for the transfer questions (T-Index) goes
to theGANI FA group (PM = 7, 27). This result would confirm
our assumption that a conventional text book is a better choice to
learn basic knowledge than one of the both ES systems if a suitable
statistical test model would have a significant result. In contrast,
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Figure 5: Estimated performance differences between teaching
methods for the knowledge questions with involvement of the
control variables S15 and S13.

the both ES systems would have advantages in the consolidation
and deeper understanding of the learned knowledge.

An one-factorial analysis of variance that scans the random dif-
ferences of the learning efficiency between our four groups adduces
no significant results neither at the knowledge questions nor at the
transfer questions. Also, we could not discover any difference com-
puting the effect value [3]. But with involvement of two control
variables S15 “computer science course at school as intensive/basic
course, voluntary study group, or no course” and S13 “mathematics
in school as intensive/basic course”, we obtained with S15 a signif-
icant performance difference at the knowledge questions in favor
of the text group (error probability: 4,1 %). TheGANI FA group
and the text group had nearly the same performance with control
of S13. For both control variables, theGANI FA group achieved a
performance improvement in comparison with theADLA and the
lecture group (error probability: 4,7 %), cp. Figure 5. So, we have a
solid base for further optimizations and development of theGANI -
FA system and of the discussed second-order generative approach2.

A critical view on the test design lets infer that a part of the
knowledge questions was chosen too simple because of the very
good average performance results in this category. Is is possible
that some effects could fail to appear for this reason. Future eval-
uations should include a pre-test to check the previous knowledge
of the participants. Furthermore, it is probably that the short time
frame of the evaluation was not sufficient to discover all advantages
and interactive possibilities of theGANI FA system. In general, this
could be a drawback of our (widely-used) test design, cp. the state-
ments of Baumgartner [1].

2A more detailed description of the realization and analysis of this
evaluation is contained in the author’s PhD thesis [17].



The answers of the open questions show that the electronic text-
bookGANI FA is well-convenient as meaningful supplement of tra-
ditional learning/teaching methods because of the interactive ani-
mations, clarity, and better motivation. The students liked the gen-
erated animations ofGANI FA and esteemed to work indepedendly
and to use all possibilities of our generated animations. This good
opinion holds also for graphics, didactical design and formal defi-
nitions in a seperate definition window. Some students disliked the
form of the definitions: “too formal”. There was a further problem
if students tried to enter their own regular expressions: regular ex-
pressions had to be completely set in brackets. This did not meet
the established standard in this area. We could not correct the non-
inituitive input of them early enough.

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an approach for explorative learning with genera-

tive methods was presented. Learning by generation has a construc-
tivist orientation and supports self-organized and self-controlled
learning. Our educational softwareGANI FA is a realization of this
approach and was developed in context of theGANIMAL project.
We discussed the system in more detail as well as an evaluation
of the system with more than 100 participants. The results of the
following statistical analysis prove that the learning efficiency of
GANI FA is higher than the one of classical instruction and nearly
as good as the text books’s.GANI FA was observed as learning aid
very positively. The most participants would like to useGANI FA as
lecture supplement. Admittedly, the test design itself can be criti-
cally regarded because of the necessary improvements with respect
to the influence of user interaction at the educational software.
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